INNOVATIVE, CANADIAN SPORTS OPTICS.

Scorpion Optics was originally founded due to a need for a Canadian Optics company that would listen to the Canadian market and build a line of sports optics tailored for life in Canada.

Our famed Range. Dial. Shoot. system was designed especially for the western hunters and quickly morphed into a National favourite. Initially, we started out with our Marksmen, Copperhead and Venom Hi-grade series of scopes. Shortly thereafter we added our top of the line Venom Max and Venom Toxin series. Our new G2 series of scopes feature a new Hi-Anti-Reflective watershed coating and blackened edges, watershed and blackened edges. These upgrades make for unparalleled light transmission and crystal clear images at the highest magnification.

Innovation is a core corporate value at Scorpion Optics.

Our goal is to continue developing and improving our state of the art shooting platforms while staying in touch with the varying needs of Canadian hunters and shooters from our centrally located headquarters in Winnipeg, MB.
The Venom Max 6X series of rifle scopes takes us to the next level of high-performance shooting. Starting with the SVM 1-6x24 that is available with either the illuminated dangerous game or illuminated tactical reticle, to the SVM 2-12x50 and the SVM 3-18x50 long range RDS scopes the Venom Max delivers quality.

Starting with a heavier weight one-piece aircraft grade aluminium tube these magnum rated scopes are built to stand up. The etched glass reticle, along with a heavy-duty coil erector tube spring and solid brass turrets allow for precise and repeatable adjustments. The HD glass and High Anti-reflective coatings give maximum light transmission, superb contrast and excellent edge to edge clarity. The 15 MOA resettable zero turrets are RDS compatible and the zero stop is included with the optional ballistic turret cap. There is a long list of ballistic turret caps in stock for various calibres and bullet weights as well as custom caps are available for those who handload.

You can now turn your factory rifle and ammunition into a long-range shooting platform that is capable of superb accuracy and repeatability.

VENOM MAX SERIES
**SVM 1-6x24**

- Weatherproof & Shockproof
- Red/Green adjustable intensity illumination
- 30MM One Piece Aircraft Grade Aluminum Tube
- Dry Nitrogen Purged & Filled
- Range > Dial > Shoot System

---

**SHARED FEATURES FOR 2-12X50 & 3-18X50**

- Weatherproof & Shockproof
- Etched Glass 3P Duplex Reticle
- 30MM One Piece Aircraft Grade Aluminum Tube
- Dry Nitrogen Purged & Filled
- Range > Dial > Shoot System
The Venom Toxin LR is Scorpion Optics newest addition to our lineup of long range rifle scopes. The Toxin LR scope has a long list of features that every hunter and shooter has on their “must have” list.

Precision ground High Definition lenses with high anti-reflective coatings deliver excellent edge to edge clarity and the “blackout” lens edges limit stray light to ensure maximum light transmission. The Toxin series scopes incorporate a covered RDS system with a zero stop and 1/4 MOA adjustments and are available in a wide range of calibres and bullet weights. The etched glass illuminated fine “LR” reticle is excellent for shooting small targets at long ranges. The windage turret dial is calibrated to 9 inches left and right to allow for wind calculations.

All said and done, this scope is built to reach out and touch something at some serious distance.
TX 4-16X50

- Magnum rated
- Etched glass reticle
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- O ring sealed
- Nitrogen purged
- Easy adjust eyepiece
- Transferable Warranty
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish

ALL NEW!
Covered Zero Stop 1/4” MOA RDS Turrets
We started this year with the goal of improving our already popular line of Venom Hi Grade Scopes. The new G2 process started with NEW high definition precision ground lenses and high anti-reflective lens coatings to improve contrast, maximize light transmission and edge to edge clarity.

The lens edges are treated with our “Blackout” process to eliminate stray light from entering the side of the lens to improve resolution and eliminate “whiteout” at high magnification. The RDS system was improved with a NEW turret design that added 50% more range to our ballistic turret caps. The ocular eyepiece has been upgraded and now offers more eye relief, as well as the easy adjust reticle focus.

Combining these upgrades with an extensive list of outstanding features makes a Venom Hi Grade scope a purchase you will be proud of for years to come.
3-9x40
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

3-9x50 & 3-9x50 IR
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

3-9x32 SVT
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

4-12x40
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

4-16x44 SF IR
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

4-16x50 SF 30mm
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

4-16x50 SF IR
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

1-4x24
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

2-7x40
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.

3-9x32 SVT
- G2 RDS Turret System
- Magnum Rated
- Etched Glass Reticle
- Waterproof / Fog Proof
- O-Ring Sealed
- Nitrogen Purged
- Watershed Coated
- Easy-Adjust Eyepiece
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
- Transferable “Sting Free” Lifetime Warranty.
The Red Hot series is the scope line that started the “RDS system” for Scorpion Optics. Multiple years of testing allowed us to introduce the most accurate range compensating system available for the 17 HMR. The good news is that we didn’t stop there.

The success of the Red Hot 17 led to the introduction of the Red Hot Varminter 4-16x44 and numerous additional ballistic turret caps followed for every type of rimfire and centerfire varmint cartridges.

The Red Hot series quickly became our best selling scopes. This year we upgraded them into our new G2 series of scopes which includes a 50% increase on our RDS turret, Blackout painted lenses, HD glass and High Anti-reflective lens coatings to ensure this scope stays a best seller for all Canadian Hunters.
4-12X40

4-16X44

SHARED FEATURES FOR 4-12x40 & 4-16x44

• G2 RDS Turret System
• Magnum Rated
• O ring sealed
• Nitrogen Purged
• Hard Anodized Matte Finish
• Lifetime Warranty
• Fully Multi-Coated Lenses
• Etched Glass Reticle
• One Piece T6061 Aircraft Grade Aluminum
• Easy Adjust Eyepiece
• Watershed
• Waterproof/Fog Proof

ALL NEW! G2 RDS Turret
The Copperhead series scopes are a perfect blend of versatility and value in the 4 different models which include 2 one inch and 2 30mm tube offerings. All of the models share the same high-end features that include etched glass reticles, fully multi-coated lenses, one-piece aircraft grade aluminium tubes, finger adjust 1/4 inch MOA turrets and easy adjust eyepiece.

Choosing between the models might be difficult as they are all magnum rated, O ring sealed and have our “Watershed” lens coatings. All models are second focal plane and are covered by our lifetime String Free warranty.
3-9X40
- Magnum rated
- Etched glass reticle
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- O ring sealed
- Nitrogen purged
- Easy adjust eyepiece
- Transferable Warranty
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish

4-12X40
- Magnum rated
- Etched glass reticle
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- O ring sealed
- Nitrogen purged
- Easy adjust eyepiece
- Transferable Warranty
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish

4.5-14X44
- Magnum rated
- Etched glass reticle
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- O ring sealed
- Nitrogen purged
- Easy adjust eyepiece
- Transferable Warranty
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish

2.5-10X50
- Magnum rated
- Etched glass reticle
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- O ring sealed
- Nitrogen purged
- Easy adjust eyepiece
- Transferable Warranty
- Hard Anodized Matte Finish
The Marksmen line of scopes covers a wide range of applications from airguns, rimfire all the way up to standard calibre centerfire rifles. Rimfire models have been parallax adjusted to 40 yards and the rest of the models are set to 100 yards. All Marksmen scopes come with a choice of weaver style or 3/8 dovetail rings and are covered by our lifetime “Sting Free” warranty.
MK 4x32
- Standard calibre rated
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- Multi-coated lens
- TCR reticle
- Lifetime Warranty
- 1/4” MOA adjustments
- Rimfire

MK 3-9x32 Compact
- Standard calibre rated
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- Multi-coated lens
- TCR reticle
- Lifetime Warranty
- 1/4” MOA adjustments

MK 2-7x32
- Standard calibre rated
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- Multi-coated lens
- TCR reticle
- Lifetime Warranty
- 1/4” MOA adjustments

MK 1.5-5x32
- Standard calibre rated
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- Multi-coated lens
- TCR reticle
- Lifetime Warranty
- 1/4” MOA adjustments

MK 3-9x32
- Standard calibre rated
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- Multi-coated lens
- TCR reticle
- Lifetime Warranty
- 1/4” MOA adjustments

MK 3-9x40
- Standard calibre rated
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- Multi-coated lens
- TCR reticle
- Lifetime Warranty
- 1/4” MOA adjustments

MK 4x40
- Standard calibre rated
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- Multi-coated lens
- TCR reticle
- Lifetime Warranty
- 1/4” MOA adjustments

MK 4-12x40
- Standard calibre rated
- Waterproof/Fogproof
- Multi-coated lens
- TCR reticle
- Lifetime Warranty
- 1/4” MOA adjustments
RED DOT SERIES
RS2035
Prismatic Tactical Sight
- Built-in red laser pointer Integral weaver style mount
- Remote On/OFF switch
- Parallax corrected
- T6061 aluminium body
- 4 reticle designs
- 5 level illumination

RGD30
Red Dot Sight
- Reversible weaver style rail
- 3/8 groove mount
- Unlimited eye relief
- Red/green illumination
- 4 MOA dot
- 5 level illumination

RGD 306
Red Dot Reflex Sight
- 3.5 MOA Dot
- Easy On/Off button
- Weaver/Picatinny Mount
- Adjustable Dial
- T6061 Aluminum housing

3/8 Grooved and Weaver Style Rings
- 30mm/1” available
- Medium or High
- 4 screw design

Boresighter Kit
- Custom case
- Lifetime Stingfree Warranty
- Saves time/ammo
- 16 arbors

Adjustable Pivot Bi-pod
- Rubber cushioned rifle mount
- Pivots to either side
- Spring loaded leg extensions
- 1/2” height setting increments
- Attaches to sling stud
- 6”-9” | 9”-13” | 13”-23” | 13”-27”
Our binoculars deliver outstanding resolution, extreme ruggedness and excellent value. Fully multi-coated precision matched HD lenses, non-slip rubber armour coated magnesium chassis and BAK 4 phase corrected roof prism are features all three models share. Made to function in real world conditions these rugged lightweight binoculars are nitrogen filled, O ring sealed and the Watershed lens coatings disperse moisture.

The clarity and resolution will rival our competitors at more than twice the price, that is value delivered! No receipt, no warranty card, no problem. Adventurer binoculars are covered by our lifetime transferable “Stingfree” warranty.
12x50

Features:
• BAK4 prism
• Fully multi-coated lenses
• Nitrogen filled
• Phase coated
• Glass lenses
• Rubber armour coated
• Carry case and strap
• Transferable “Sting Free” lifetime warranty

Specifications:
• Field of View: 330ft/1000yds
110m/1000m
• Exit Pupil: 4.1mm
• Weight: 726g/25.6oz
• Dimensions: 135mm x 152mm
5.3” x 6”

10x42

Features:
• BAK4 prism
• Fully multi-coated lenses
• Nitrogen filled
• Phase coated
• Glass lenses
• Rubber armour coated
• Carry case and strap
• Transferable “Sting Free” lifetime warranty

Specifications:
• Field of View: 330ft/1000yds
110m/1000m
• Exit Pupil: 4.1mm
• Weight: 726g/25.6oz
• Dimensions: 135mm x 152mm
5.3” x 6”

8x32

Features:
• BAK4 prism
• Fully multi-coated lenses
• Nitrogen filled
• Phase coated
• Glass lenses
• Rubber armour coated
• Carry case and strap
• Transferable “Sting Free” lifetime warranty

Specifications:
• Field of View: 426ft/1000yds
142m/1000m
• Exit Pupil: 4.1mm
• Weight: 556g/19.6oz
• Dimensions: 135mm x 117mm
5.3” x 4.6”

Rugged Construction
Non Slip Rubber Armour Coating
Easy Adjust Eye Piece
In order to eliminate the guesswork in long-range shooting, an accurate rangefinder is required. The basic principle in our “Range. Dial. Shoot” system is knowing the exact distance to your target regardless of whether it is rimfire, varmint shooting, or long range big game hunting.

A fast, accurate and dependable laser range finder will change the way you hunt. Archers have known for years that accurate ranging is the difference between success and failure.

Long range shooting is gaining in popularity and rangefinders are playing a big part in extending lethal hunting ranges. An accurate rifle, a Scorpion RDS scope and a laser range finder will increase your ability to shoot out to ranges you never thought possible before.

All Scorpion Optics laser rangefinders now carry our “Stingfree Lifetime” warranty and are available in various distances capabilities.
**LRF 500 AC**
- Accuracy +1/-1 yd
- Scan mode
- Signal strength indicator
- Battery life indicator
- Carrying case
- Transferable “Sting Free” life time warranty
- Angle Compensation

**LRF 1000 AC**
- Accuracy +1/-1 yd
- Scan mode
- Signal strength indicator
- Battery life indicator
- Carrying case
- Transferable “Sting Free” life time warranty
- Angle Compensation

**LB 1500 DT / BK**
- Measuring accuracy ±1 m
- Magnification 8X
- Objective lens aperture 42mm
- Outlet pupil distance 16mm
- Outlet pupil diameter 7mm
- Weight 1146g
- Transferable Warranty
- Battery CR2-3V
- Angle compensation

**LRF 1500**
- Accuracy +1/-1 yd
- Scan mode
- Signal strength indicator
- Battery life indicator
- Carrying case
- Transferable “Sting Free” life time warranty